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Journalism professor says farewell
after 22 years at NCC
By Kaitlyn Seawood
After overseeing the Journalism program at NCC for 22
years, professor Rob Hays will
be ending his tenure at the end
of this semester.
Hays acted as reporter and
columnist at The Express-Times
in Easton for 26 years, including six years as features editor,
before an unexpected offer from
NCC knocked on his door.
Serving as a mentor to many
students, Hays always extended his help to those needing assistance, whether it was how to
write a story or how to edit one.
Greg Dante, a student enrolled
in the Journalism program, discussed the impact Hays had on
his professional and personal
life while attending NCC.
“There are many professors
that can teach you about how to
write, but professor Hays is the
first one who lit that spark, and
I will always be grateful to him
for that,” Dante says.

“I don’t know that I’m retiring, I think and hope I’m shifting into a third career,” Hays says.

While Hays credits his students for his success, as their
successes were also his, he also
recognizes his colleagues and
faculty for making his time at
NCC so memorable.

“We have an outstanding faculty,” Hays says. “Not just that
they’re bright and capable, so
many personable individuals
will take the time to interact
with you.”

PSECU offers tips to control student debt
By Theresa LaFavor
The total outstanding student
loan debt in Pennsylvania is $75.1
billion, according to PennLive.
The Pennsylvania States Employees Credit Union operates financial
education centers at Main Campus
and Monroe Campus. PSECU’s Financial Education Center Community Manager Donna White shared
information on ways to get out of
student debt.
NCC students should apply each
May and October for financial aid
through FAFSA to see what type
of financial assistance they qualify
for. Students who don’t qualify for
financial aid must resort to loans or
paying out-of-pocket for school.
“The most common student loan
is an unsecured loan because it’s
not tied to any collateral,” White
explained.
The average student loan balance

in Northampton County is $35,785
with an average monthly payment
of $274, according to Student Loan
Hero through LendingTree.
PHEAA offers PA residents loan
forgiveness through their PA Forward Student loan refinance program. Those who work full time in
public service are eligible and can
have their remaining balance forgiven after 120 qualifying monthly
payments.
When applying for loans, a main
determinant is the annual percentage rate as that tells students the interest rate that they will be paying
back.
FAFSA has standard or graduate
repayment plans which is like consolidation, and they give students
10 years to repay it. Students can
also apply for income-driven repayment which makes loan repayments lower and easier to budget

by how much income they earn
annually.
Having a monthly budget is important as it keeps track of each
expenditure and where money is
going. Staying on track of payments is important because if you
have a late or missed payment it
can stay on your credit report for
seven years.
Having a good credit score matters when applying for financial aid
and student loans. Having a score
above 700 presents a better candidate to receive offers from lenders.
A co-signer may be required for a
loan if applicants have a low score.
PSECU’s Financial Education
Centers are located on Main Campus’ College Center, next to the
bookstore, and in Pocono Hall on
the Monroe campus.
Visit NCC’s PSECU banking
for more information.
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Adjunct colleague and professor of journalism Eric Chiles has worked beside Hays for
the last 14 years. Hays’ impact on students who entered
See HAYS, Page 3

CIE’s 10-week
startup bootcamp
students pitch ideas
By Jared Larson
Eight NCC students participated in an idea pitch competition on April 20 after completing
the Follett Family Center for Innovation & Entrepreneurship’s
10-Week Startup Bootcamp.
Special Education major Angie Mishell Moreno Coronel of
the Juventudes Literarias Foundation won first place and a cash
prize of $1,000. Media Production major Carmen Tapia of
CaMart won second place and a
cash prize of $500. Coronel and
Psychology major Ruth Velarde
of FACIL tied for the audience
choice award of $250.
See IDEAS, Page 3
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Public safety receives
report of sexual assault
on main campus
By Jared Larson
NCC received a report of a sexual assault in a Main Campus’ bathroom on April 19, according to an
email sent to the NCC community.
The victim remained anonymous and did not disclose the exact
time, date or location of the assault.
While the number of perpetrators
remains unclear, the victim reported not knowing the perpetrator(s).
“As of this time, there is no additional information to report.” Chief
of Public Safety Keith Morris said.
“If any additional information does
become available it will be shared
with the college community as protecting the campus is our number
one goal.”
Besides public safety increasing
patrols in all buildings, Morris declined to comment on any investigative tactics as it is an on-going
investigation and “out of respect
for any parties involved.”

Morris did comment that public
safety does not handle anonymous
reports any differently than regular
reports.
Public safety reminds NCC to
be cautious:
Call public safety if you need an
escort or feel uncomfortable.
Be aware of your surroundings
and leave if something doesn’t feel
right.
Bring a friend or family member
with you.
Tell someone where you are going and who you are meeting with.
Meet in open areas where others
are present.
Get verbal consent from your
partner, and do not assume you
know what the other person wants.
Public Safety contact info:
Bethlehem Campus: 610-861-5588
Monroe Campus: 570-369-1911
Fowler Center: 484-390-3240
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The maestro himself.
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IDEAS from Page 1

Other competitors represented NCC’s hospitality, business
administration and architecture
programs.
“They all did a superb job
and the judges shared with us
that it was difficult to pick a
winner,” Director of CIE Raja
Bhattacharya said in an email
sent to faculty.
The 10-Week Startup Bootcamp focuses on developing students’ social or business ideas.
Fifteen applications are accepted and students can submit a
maximum of two applications
for separate ideas.

the Journalism program know
him as the face of the program,
Chiles says.
“The Commuter and NCC’s
Journalism program owes a lot
of the success it has experienced because of his direction,”
Chiles says.
Hays discussed some of the
challenges while teaching the
Journalism program, the biggest concern being the decline
in enrollment. It is predicted
that journalism jobs will decline
by 4.8% by 2030, after already
shrinking from nearly 66,000
workers in 2000 to 52,000 in
2019, according to The Bureau
of Labor Statistics.
“Journalism is up against really tough times with the chang-

ing marketplace and influence of
technology,” Hays says.
Despite this, Hays remains
optimistic for the future of
journalism.
“I know journalism is going to do what it’s been doing,
which is to weather the storm of
this economic turmoil that has to
be settled because of the essential need for it in our society,”
Hays says.
Dean of Arts, Humanities
and Social Sciences Christine
Pense spoke on Hays’ ability to
consistently revise the program
for the needs of generations of
journalists.
“Rob has been the soul of the
program,” Pense says. “Never
losing sight of the connection
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between good democracy and
good journalism.”
Hays plans to continue writing, his desire set on the unknown territory of fiction novels. Hays also intends to travel
more, with the possibility of visiting Europe again someday.
“I don’t know that I’m retiring. I think and hope I’m shifting
into a third career,” Hays says.

Hays,
Thank you for your years of
insurmountable advising – the
paper would not be where it is
without you!
Sincerely,
The Commuter Staff
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“They all did a superb job and the judges shared with us that it was difficult to pick a winner,” Director of CIE Raja Bhattacharya said.

Accepted students gain access to experienced mentors,
prototype developing sessions in
the Fab Lab and supplies to create prototypes, a copy of “The
Startup Owner’s Manual” and
sessions to develop pitch plan,
according to CIE’s webpage.
After developing their ideas,
students give a presentation in
under seven minutes to a panel
of judges before an eight-minute Q&A session from the panel. This year’s judges included
SCORE Lehigh Valley, Ben
Franklin Tech Ventures and
MTS Ventures and Zaffrus.

“My favorite part of the program was the pitch competition
because everyone has all these
emotions building up that allows
them to give a moving pitch,”
Mechanical Engineering major
Kevin Legrand of TruAir said.
Legrand won the $500 and
$250 audience choice prizes in
the 2019 student pitch presentations for his wireless charger
prototype.
While the applications are
closed, now is the perfect time
to brainstorm startup ideas for
submission. Bootcamps are held
every spring semester, with sub-

sequent pitch competitions happening in April.
For more information and the
Bootcamp application, visit: 10Week Startup Boot Camp.
CIE contact information:
Hours: Monday - Friday: 8:00
a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Phone: (610) 332-8661
Email: cie@northampton.edu
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NCC awards excelling students at
annual Student Awards Convocation
By Jared Larson
NCC recognized students’
academic accomplishments at
Lipkin Theatre on April 28 for
the first time in-person since
COVID-19.
2022 Award Recipients:
Coca Cola Academic Team
Silver Scholar Award – Rebecca
Docteroff American Advertising
Federation/Greater Lehigh Valley
Ad Club Creative Achievement Award – Quoc Doan
Award for Excellence in Academic Writing – Faith DeGroat
Bethlehem Women’s Club
Nursing Award – Michelle
Stiansen

Commuter Transfer Scholarship – Chris Devlin, Jared Larson
Drs. Edward & Arnold R.
Cook Award for Academic Excellence in Dental Hygiene – Alyssa Martin
The Friends of Gregory Purdon Memorial Award for Excellence Art - Jazmyn Moore
Global Studies Academic

Heart of Hospitality Award –
Melanie Padilla (Pocono Mountain Visitors Bureau), Josephine
Milanzi
Hites Family Foundation
Higher Education Endowment
Scholarship – Angel Villeda Perez, Kelly Sulca Hernandez
Honors Program Award –
Teofolo Filingo, April Marti

Congratulations to all recipients!
Award – Sarah Szulborski, Ryan
Wright
Global Studies Global Citizen
Award – Angel Villeda Perez
Heart of Hospitality Award –
Kiondre Kenner (Discover Lehigh Valley)

Institute of Management Accounting Award – Ruby Brown
Just Born Business Award –
Nate Sattizahn
The Lehigh and Northampton
Chapter of The Pennsylvania
Association for the Education of

Young Children – Raghad Alisaleh
Liberal Arts Award – Alysha
Johnson, Alicia Valladares
Marconi Award for Radio/TV
– Logan Desris
Marketing Insight Award –
Dawn Brown
Nancy A. Taylor Endowed
Scholarship – April Marti, Nolla
Morawiec
NCC Service Learning Award
– Victoria DeLande, Jessie Scott
Northampton County Bar Association Award – Leah Humes
Pan African Caucus Educational Scholarship – Mercedes
Artis, Ariann Adams

If you are interested in becoming involved
with The Commuter, please contact us at:

thecommuter@northampton.edu
We always welcome submissions of all kinds, photos, opinion letters, comics or anything else that you
think the NCC community must be aware of.

Thanks for reading, and we look forward to
hearing from you!
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United States ranks 122 in world peace
By Damon Riley
The United States might seem like it
would have more in common with Canada
than with South Africa or Azerbaijan.
However, according to the Global
Peace Index, these three countries share
one commonality that Canada doesn’t:
low levels of peace.
Produced by the Australian-based
think tank, the Institute for Economics and
Peace (IEP), the yearly report on global
trends in peace ranks the U.S. close to the
bottom of its index of 163 countries.
“It dropped two places to 122,” said
founder and executive chairman of IEP,
Steve Killelea during a live conference.
“And that was on the back of: increased
violent demonstrations, of increased political instability — which relates back to the
last election and the issues with the handover of power to the new administration,
— occupation of the capitol hill, demonstrations around Black Lives Matter and
others.”
This is the lowest that the U.S. has
ranked since the inception of the peace
index in 2008. America’s position rests
above South Africa in peacefulness and
below Azerbaijan.
Canada stands as the 10th most peaceful country in the world. This position is
beaten only by eight European countries,
as well as New Zealand. This is because
Europe is the most peaceful region globally, with many of its northern Nordic countries situated at the top.
Above New Zealand and Denmark is
the most peaceful country, Iceland, which
has held this position since the start of the
index.
The North American region succumbed to the largest peace decline out of
all nine regions considered. Despite this,
North America remains the second most
peaceful geographic region on the index.
It is worth noting that the report only
considers the U.S. and Canada in its definition of North America. The remaining
countries on the continent are categorized
under: Central America and the Caribbean. This region is identified as the fourth
most peaceful, just under Pacific Asia and
above South America.
The Middle East and North African
countries measure as the least peaceful
region. Though it is one of the only three
regions to have seen an annual increase in
peace indicators, it still remains as a primary driver to peace deterioration globally. Afghanistan takes the position as least
peaceful followed by Yemen and Syria.
Peace is vague and will always require
an element of subjectivity to define and
quantify. An international board of experts has agreed to 23 indicators of peace
performance. The indicators are further
grouped into three categories: ongoing
conflict, militarization, and safety and security.
The analysis draws upon many data
sources, but the most notable is the Gallup
World Poll, an international organization
that claims to represent 99% of the world’s
adult population.
The numbers show that average peacefulness has declined .07% since last year
and 2% since the start of the peace index.
The gap separating the most and least
peaceful countries also continues to grow
as the 25 least peaceful countries dropped
by 12.1% and 25 most peaceful countries

increased by 4.3%.
Many factors led to this deterioration
of peacefulness. Forcibly displaced people
have doubled to 84 million since 2007.
Additionally, terrorism has increased
throughout the decade, but deaths from
terrorism have declined globally.
Since 2011, demonstrations, general strikes and riots have risen 244% and
COVID-19 has aggravated further conflict
with nearly 5,000 pandemic-related acts of
violence recorded in 2020.
Despite this, people remain optimistic
with 75% of the world’s population saying that the world is safer today than five
years ago.
There are more benefits to peace than
ethical ones. Peace is correlated with: income growth, better environmental outcomes, higher levels of well-being, better
development outcomes and stronger resilience.
The economy is also affected by peace
indicators and IEP highlights this with an
entirely separate Index on the topic.
The global economic cost of conflict
is $14.96 trillion, which is 11.6% of the
world’s GDP or $1,942 lost per person.
A .2% increase on the impact of violence has cost the world $32 billion.
Suicide has an especially high economic
impact at $683.9 billion lost, representing
4.6% of the global cost of violence. This
is more than the cost of all armed conflict,
which decreased by 7.6%, saving $4.5 billion.
The North American region has the
highest economic cost of violence at more
than $3 trillion, which costs $8,000 per
citizen.
Militarization is cited as the leading
cause of worldwide economic loss followed by internal security, domestic crime
and armed conflict.
The U.S. is the third least peaceful
country in terms of militarization, beaten
only by Russia and Israel. Israel ranks at
143 in peacefulness while Russia is distinguished as the tenth least peaceful country
in the world.
With U.S. military spending exceeding more than half of a trillion dollars, it
is no wonder why the U.S. also consumes
38% of global military expenditure. For
perspective, that is more than the next 10
countries combined.
China, which ranks as the 100th most
peaceful, has the next highest budget of
about $250 billion. This is followed by India, who ranks at $135 billion, and Russia,
whose military budgets have trouble competing with $100 billion each.
U.S. military spending is infamous
for consuming as much as half of its discretionary spending. This is the spending
that is subject to change annually, unlike
mandatory spending, which is obligated
to provide many years worth of funds to
certain social programs.
To provide a sense of scale, the military budget also compares to:
Nearly 30 NASA budgets,
Nearly 60 budgets of Small Business
Administration,
Three Department of Agricultures,
More than six Department of Transportations,
Three Department of Educations,
More than 14 Department of Justices,
More than six Department of Labors,
More than 14 Department of Energys,
and about two and a half budgets for
the Department of Veteran Affairs, which

Graphic/Vision of Humanity

America’s military budget is three times the Departemnt of Education budget.

is separate from military expenditure.
Large weapons exports pull the U.S.
down further. In 2020, the U.S sold nearly $175 billion worth of weapons with a
fourth of weapons funneling to foreign
militaries. Alone, the U.S accounts for
30% of global weapons exports. This total
comes close to the combined efforts of the
next biggest arms dealers: Russia, Germany, France and China, which combine to
form 45% of all weapons exports. Ironically, this feature comes back to assist the
U.S. with its positive ranking for weapon
imports.
The U.S. also takes heat for its ownership of nearly 4,000 active nuclear weapons, costing Americans $80 billion annually. Russia is the only country to surpass
the U.S. in nuclear arms. Together, both
countries own 90% of the world’s nuclear arsenal. Comparatively, the next seven
countries: China, France, the United Kingdom, Pakistan, India, Israel and North Korea, all combine to total just over thousand
nuclear arms.
Finally, while the U.S scores positively for having low rates of armed service
personnel, its participation in foreign conflicts scores the U.S. lower on the index
than it would otherwise.
In 2010, the Institute for Economics
and Peace also produced another peace
index which ranks each U.S. state individually. Many northern states ranked high in
peacefulness, with Maine taking the top
spot. Countries like New York, New Jersey, North Carolina, California and Michigan are categorized similarly around 30.
Pennsylvania stands at 24, while Louisiana is marked as least peaceful.
While the peace index reflects critically on the U.S., it also reports where the
U.S. succeeds as well as how it can be
improved. For instance, the U.S. contributes the most funding towards the United
Nations’ peacekeeping budget, contributing nearly 28% of its funds. This is about
double the contributions provided by the
next top doner: China.
A unique consideration for determining
peace is citizen perception. Crime and violence are cited as being the second greatest
risk to daily life, besides car accidents, by
one in seven people.
The U.S., however, is applauded for
having low perceptions of criminality
compared to other countries, which reflects accurately on the true crime rate.
Levels of deaths from and intensity of organized internal conflict are ranked low as
well.
Additionally, the U.S. ranks well in relationships with neighboring countries and
in political terror. Despite the U.S. experiencing an increase in political instability,

it is still ranked high in this category compared to other countries. These factors are
considered relevant among the eight commonalities that are held among peaceful
countries.
Coined as the “eight pillars of peace,”
these aspects include: a well-functioning
government, equitable distributions of resources, sound business environment, acceptance of others, rights, good relations
with neighbor countries, high levels of human capital, low levels of corruption and
free flow of information.
Free flow of information is one aspect
held with much American pride. This right,
provided by the First Amendment, has
been instrumental in fostering a trend of
peace-journalists whose methods seek to
disarm the violence that is otherwise promoted through conventional journalism.
“It’s not about whether you call yourself a peace journalist,” said director for
the Center for Global Peace Journalism,
Steven Youngblood, who has taught peace
journalism in 27 countries. “It’s about
how you frame each side and ask which
voices are not being represented.”
Uplifting the voices of those who have
little power is reported as instrumental to
promoting peace in its many kinds. The
peace index sticks with the convention of
peace researchers with two kinds of peace
that exist: positive and negative.
Negative peace is peace sustained
through the fear of violence, while positive peace is when attitudes and behaviors
are actively invested in peacebuilding.
The next edition of the peace index
comes out this June. Keeping tabs on it
can reveal macroscopic trends in how the
many forms of peace and conflict affect
the world. However, it is also important
not to get caught up in the abstractions of
large numbers and remember that the values of peace start with the individual.
“Peace is not found in a piece of paper,” said United Nations Secretary-General António Guterres in a hearing last
October to promote peace. “It is found in
people.”
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Local reporter speaks to Russian and Ukrainian
nationals for perspective on war

By Gregory Dante
When the Russian invaded Ukraine
in February, Discord became one of
the only ways for people like Ivan, a
30-year-old Russian data specialist
residing in Tyumen City, Russia, to
speak with the outer world.
“Sane Russians are dissatisfied by
this war,” Ivan said.
The discussion with Ivan happened
through Discord, a social media app
that allows users to join servers that
relate to a wide variety of topics, as
apps like Twitter were restricted by the
government.
“[Twitter is] blocked from this side
of the border due to biased systems
and the censoring of Russian media,”
Ivan said.
Websites trying to report the news
are being silenced, showing that Russia is trying to control the views of
their own people through isolation and
propaganda, Ivan states.
The Russian government is “cracking down on people’s movements and
silencing protests” with Russian police, known as OMON or the Special
Purpose Mobile Unit, arresting anyone
who is deemed a threat.

“Sane Russians are dissatisfied by this [Russian-Ukrainian] War,” Ivan said.

Police arrested CC, a friend of
Ivan’s, and jailed her for one day. Her
crime was holding up a sign saying,
“No to war” on the streets. She also
had to pay a 15,000 ruble ($140) fine.
Sanctions have severely impacted
the Russian economy, Ivan said. As a
data analyzer, he can make between
$4,420-6,800 a year, which he says
is enough to have disposable income
while living with his mother. However, as of Mar. 22, the ruble is at $.0091
USD, according to the World Bank.
“Honestly, I’m just bracing up for
[an] economic default. If that happens,
I will stay [in Tyumen] with my brother,” Ivan said. “If not, I will try to apply for my visa next year.”
Ivan has family in Odessa, Ukraine.
Two of his cousins decided to join the
militia.
Ivan said his cousin drove into the
hot zone, to pull her son out of the
militia, bringing him home two days
later.
Aggressions between the two countries have been high since 2014, when
two pro-Russian regions of Ukraine,
the Donetsk People’s Republic and

Luhansk People’s Republic, broke
away from Ukraine, Ivan explained.
The resulting conflict has caused
major tensions between Ukraine and
Russia, resulting in many casualties
between Ukraine and these two Russian backed states.
Marcello Shupp, a Ukrainian freshman at NCC majoring in Political
Science, decided to step up and answer questions about the war from the
Ukrainian perspective. His family currently lives in Ukraine, and was able to
answer some questions via Mr. Shupp.
Half of his family is currently in a
town 60 miles from Kyiv, while the
other half moved to Ternopil, a city
close to Lviv and the border to Poland.
Just before the war started, the family
that remained in Kyiv had the opportunity to move west as well but decided
against it.
“(Ukrainians) are very patriotic
and have no desire to leave Ukraine.”
Shupp’s family is not the only family
that decided to stay either. Only 5% of
people who fled Ukraine did so before
the war, a study by the International
Organization for Migration shows.

Photo/tunasalmon

However, there have been reports
of citizens being forced out of their
homes due to their proximity to the
fight. “Anyone who can stay does, but
it is getting harder and harder as the
war goes on.”
Although fighting had been scarce,
they did say “In the first day of this
war, some military equipment of our
enemies somehow reached our district
(in northern Kyiv).” This is a rarity,
however, since most of the fighting
took place away from them, they only
heard “occasional shots and explosions.”
However, Ukrainian forces have
been seen in the area, as the family
reported seeing a Ukrainian tank with
the inscription “На Москву,” meaning
“to Moscow,” in Ukrainian, showing
that their forces have not “given up
their fighting spirit.”

Artificial intelligence and robotics predicted
to hit workers hard
By Jared Larson
While the discussion of robotics
and artificial intelligence conjures up
images of Austrian-accented cyborgs
erasing humanity, the reality is far
from it — for now, at least.
“[The future] is eliminating human
beings from the workforce,” Manager of Mechanical Technologies Gary
George said. “That’s where I see
things heading, eliminating the mundane jobs.”
Human imperfection makes mundane jobs a perfect spot for robots to
step in. An example is the printing

press or a production line for filling
bottles.
Where a human would have to scan
for mistakes, programmable technology can shut down the line and notify
humans when a bottle is mislabeled, a
cap is not applied correctly, ink runs
out, etc.—limiting (or preventing)
time and product waste.
“[You see it] on the production
floor,” Professor of Electromechanical
Technology Robert Wolff said. “I worry a little bit with the pandemic and that
people don’t want to go back to work.
I think it’s going to accelerate [robots
taking human positions] even more.”
“Most of the companies in the Lehigh Valley that employ our students

already have [robots],” George said.
While firms with robots become
more profitable and produce more efficiently, MIT professor Daron Acemoglu says effects like reduction in labor
demand and job destruction must be
taken into account as well.
A study conducted by MIT Sloan
School of Management found that
adding one robot to a “geographic
area” reduced human employment by
six workers. To date, 400,000 jobs
have been lost to robots.
Despite the worry of worker displacement, the future of AI, automation and robotics should not be entirely unwelcome.
“There are a lot of positive sides to

it as well,” Wolff said, citing robotics
taking over dangerous jobs such as
bomb defusal.
Advances in these sectors do not
spell the end to human employment
as someone needsto program and calibrate the machines.
“Someone’s going to have to repair
and maintain all that automation stuff,
it’s not going to fix itself,” Wolff said.
“That’s going to change, maybe not in
our lifetime, but at some point, it will
be robots fixing robots. … But for right
now, they don’t have that dexterity.”
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NCC INKED

Skye Krause
Melody Norlander:
(Top) “It’s a tattoo dedicated to
self-love and growth. The woman is
hugging herself (meaning she is learning to love herself) and the flowers
around her symbolize her growth. My
family played a big part in me learning to love myself, so each flower is
the flower of a different member of my
family’s birth month.”
(Left) “My next tattoo I had redone on me that my late father had.
He passed away when I was 13 and I
always knew I wanted to get his tattoo
he had in memory of him.”

Kaeleigh Cunningham:
(Right) “When I decided to get
the “love yourself” tattoo I was going through a hard time. I just got out
of a long-term relationship. I lost my
friend, my uncle, my cousin, and my
grandma all within 4 months.
I struggled throughout high school
and still struggle in my young 20s with
my self-worth. I needed something that
was going to be a constant reminder that
I am worth it, no matter what happens.”

Emma Martinetti

By Kaitlyn Seawood
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Main Campus goes green for Earth Day

NCC Students, faculty and Lehigh Valley organizations celebrated Earth Day at Main Campus’ quad on April 21.

Photos by Amaris Rodriguez
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Chris Rock rocks Wind Creek Event Center
By Gregory Dante
Comedian Chris Rock graced
the Wind Creek Event Center with
his signature edgy comedy on Apr.
20 and 21 in the American leg of
his “Ego Death World Tour.” With
maturity, it seems Rock’s edge has
been offset with equal parts tenderness and humility as he opens up
about his personal life.
After an opening act that worked
the crowd, the clock struck 9 p.m.,
the lights went out and the crowd
roared as a narration introduced the
award-winning comedian. Rock
stepped on stage to a thunderous
standing ovation by the crowd.
Fitted in a white outfit, he first
thanked the audience, clarifying,
“I’m alright, and I had a show
planned before that, so I am going
to do that.” The “before that” Rock
is referring to is, of course, the Oscars slap incident that plastered
headlines for weeks.
He immediately went into jokes
about how “America is going to
[expletive],” joking about his rich
white neighbors, and that “you
know it’s bad in America when
white people are scared,” earning

him many laughs. Rock touched
upon the craziness of the political
landscape, bringing up that “I think
both sides are crazy,” a sentiment
that clearly resonated with the diverse audience.
Rock also shared his personal
life, talking about his divorce and
how his life has changed greatly,
as he has two daughters, 17 and 19
years-old, mentioning his fears that
they have become spoiled rich kids,
and have a mentality different from
his, proclaiming that “Even though
I’m rich, I still think like a poor person.”
Rock later moved on to women’s
rights and abortion. Voicing his support, he stated “I’ve paid for more
abortions than I can count,” which
got a mixed reaction of groans and
thunderous laughs.
Overall, the show was a roller
coaster, transitioning from topical
humor that hit its marks to a more
personal, therapy session like experience, with Chris taking the audience through his world, stopping to
make jokes as he did.
The lively first half set a tough
precedent for the remainder of the
show which, unfortunately, the sec-
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“I’m alright, and I had a show planned before that, so I am going to do that,” Chris Rock said.

ond half falls short of. Rock’s way
of speaking allows him to tie jokes
about one issue right into another
seamlessly.
The second half dragged in the
middle with Rock spending a great
deal of time talking about his wife
and kids, and how he “is now a rich
bachelor trying to date women,”
which did not seem to hit with the
audience.
As a whole, Rock provided an

enjoyable comedy experience, one
that had me laughing to the point of
heaving. The strong show gets an
8/10 from me. Although neutered
by the recent culture of PC and perhaps overshadowed by the Oscars
incident, Rock still shows that he
can deliver the comedic goods in
2022.

‘Pink Moon’ still hypnotic on 50-year anniversary
By Jared Larson
Folk musician Nick Drake released
his 1972 album “Pink Moon” in which
he chronicles his frustration with the
music industry, insecurities and hope
for the future.
During his lifetime, Drake’s collective work sold less than 4,000 albums.
Off the nonexistent reception of his albums “Five Leaves Left” and “Bryter
Layter,” Drake stripped away musical
elements to the barest and starkest on
“Pink Moon.”
The result is Drake showcasing his
precision guitar playing and soothing
voice. It is as if Drake is singing on
a whisper scale, hitting high and low
notes while never breaking his breathtaking low-hum style. Barring the
brief appearance of a piano, the album
is just Drake and his acoustic guitar.
The minimalistic production, writing and theme, all steeped in heartfelt
melancholy, makes the album as one
of the greatest of all time. Drake is the
musical counterpart to Robert Frost,
writing simple words to evoke powerful imagery.
On the track “Place to Be,” Drake
examines his naivety of the music industry and rejection from any audience. He just wants to be accepted as
is: “And I was green, greener than a
hill / where flowers grew and the sun

shone still / Now I’m darker than the
deepest sea / just hand me down, give
me a place to be.”
The raw humanity Drake captures
makes the album uncomfortable to listen to with others. His emotions range
from self-pitying to confident to depressed to hopeful.
On “Place to Be” he confesses his
confidence being destroyed and makes
a plea for approval, “I was strong,
strong in the sun / I thought I’d see
when day was done / Now I’m weaker
than the palest blue / Oh so weak in
this need for you.”
On “Which Will,” he expresses
his confusion to nonexistent listeners:
“Which do you dance for? / Which
makes you shine? / Which will you
choose now, if you won’t choose
mine?”
Despite facing rejection, Drake
maintains steady in his style. He shifts
to defiance on “Road,” mocking peoples’ obsession with whoever is at the
top of the pops — not connecting to
the music or seeking originality, “You
can take a road that takes you to the
stars now / I can take a road that’ll see
me through.”
The album is front-loaded with the
best tracks, leading to a drop-off for
the latter half. Drake’s perfect fusing
of writing, singing and playing becomes piecemeal in this section. “Parasite” and “From the Morning” deliv-

er all three qualities while songs like
“Free Ride” and “Harvest Breed” have
interesting lyrics but compositions
that fail to live up to what Drake has
established.
“Know” is a definite outlier on the
album. Drake tries to have a more passionate, bluesy sound and succeeds.
His success is undermined by the emotion he conveys throughout the album,
leaving “Know” to sound phony and
desperate — as if he is not confident
in his ability. The song’s lyrics are too
simple and the arrangement does not
harmonize musical elements. One of
four lines in the song, “You know I
don’t care,” summarizes “Know,” as it
feels like an afterthought to pad out an
otherwise stacked album.
Drake offers artists a reassuring
message on “Things Behind the Sun,”
telling them to preserve despite the
troubles they may face, “Open wide
the hymns you hide / you find renown
while people frown / at things that you
say, but say what you’ll say.”
The hopeful imagery comes in the
overarching image of a pink moon,
which in astrology signifies the coming of spring and blooming of flowers. Drake commonly uses winter to
describe the bleak, worst moments in
life.
In the first song, the titular “Pink
Moon,” Drake reminds listeners of
the inherent humility and beauty of

life, “None of you stand so tall / Pink
moon gonna get ye all.” Bookending
the album, after weaving through his
insecurities, depression and hope,
he reassures listeners on “From the
Morning.” Noticing little things like
how beautiful the dawn and mythical
the night is before seeing the ushering
in of the blooming flowers and period
of bliss.
Unfortunately, this optimism would
soon be crushed as “Pink Moon” did
not garner any recognition. Drake’s
mental health worsened and his contract with his record label was terminated. Drake died from an overdose
of antidepressants on November 25,
1974. Beyond speculation, his death
was never concluded as an accidental
death or suicide.
Drake’s mother once recalled
him saying if he knew his music had
reached one person, all the nonsense
and hurt he experienced would be
worth it. Drake’s posthumous success
satisfied that wish. He is cited as an
influence on artists like Elton John,
Jimmy Page and The Cure while his
top five songs on Spotify have over
275,000,000 plays.
At only 28 minutes, everyone deserves to pop in some headphones,
have a laze and enter the mystical sensory deprivation chamber that is “Pink
Moon.”
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How to: keep plants healthy through repotting
By Kaitlyn Seawood
Everything appreciates breathing space… especially houseplants.
It’s about that time to start thinking
about repotting your houseplants.
Repotting plants has numerous
advantages for the overall health of
your plants. By repotting, you can
detect and reduce the risk of diseases like root rot and avoid unhealthy
saturated soil.
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A plant exhibiting overgrown roots.

A plant will ultimately outgrow
its pot, as is natural for any healthy
plant, but what are some signs to
look for?
•
Roots growing through the
drainage hole
•
Roots are pushing the plant
up out of the planter
•
Plant-to-pot ratio is off
•
Plant is starting to yellow or
lose leaves
Maintaining a regular repotting
schedule when your plants exhibit
any of these symptoms is a vital step
as a plant owner to allow the growth
of new and healthy roots, according
to The Stem, a London-based gardening business.
Replenishing with new soil will
bring nutrients, growth space and
overall health to your precious plants
… until they outgrow that pot.
If you notice one or more of these
symptoms, your plant most likely
needs to be replanted. Here are the
steps on how to do so:
Find a pot larger in width than the
plant’s current pot. Be sure that it has
drainage holes at the bottom, as these
are required for proper watering of
your plant. Add fresh potting soil into

Before starting to repot, locate a pot larger in width than current pot.

the new pot and pack it down, adding
enough so the top of the root ball is a
few inches below the rim.
Carefully ease your plant out of
its current pot. You can gently pat
on the sides to encourage the root
ball to loosen. Gently untangle the
roots and remove dirt, leaving the
roots exposed.
Place your plant into the new pot
and add soil around the roots until
the plant is securely standing upright. Gently press down to remove
air pockets. Continue to fill with
dirt, leaving about an inch or two of
space from the rim of the pot. Overfilling with soil may make it harder
to water the plant.
Plants might appear wilted and
thirsty but refrain from watering
until about a week after repotting to
ensure the roots have not been damaged during the process. During this

recovery period, place plants in a
cooler shaded spot. It is also advised
to water your plant a few days before repotting, as this will help ease
your plant out of its current pot.
Succulents and cacti will require
a different type of soil than regular
houseplants. The soils have differences in ingredients and consistency, so choosing the appropriate soil
is important. Succulents require
fast-draining soil that hold very little moisture, according to Succulents Grower, a guide to all things
succulent related. Regular potting
soil contains too much moisture but
can be mixed with mineral grit to
produce well-draining soil.
So, check those houseplants! If
needed, repot them to encourage new
development and keep them healthy.
After all, many studies link healthy
houseplants to improved health.

Clump of roots before removing dirt. (Top)
Exposed roots to replant in new soil/pot. (Bottom)

A successful repotting acquires more growing room for a plant.
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Thinking about taking off this summer ... think again
By Jared Larson
After a stressful semester workload and those bright summer vacations calling, the last thing students
want to think about is more work.
However, students have many options to bulk up their resume over
the summer without having to sacrifice some much-needed relaxation
time.
Part- and full-time jobs, internships and work studies provide experience but add that rigid structure
to summer break. Finances permitting, students can choose their own
times with extracurricular activities.
Whether transferring to a fouryear university or entering the
workforce, demonstrated hobbies
and interests make for an eclectic,
fully fleshed out application.
Extracurricular activities show
applicants are willing to be committed to something other than just academics, NCC’s Experiential Learning and Internship Manager Jillian
Whitmire said. “It’s a great way to
develop additional skills such as
time management, leadership/teamwork and organization.”
Keep in contact with professors
or, if a freshman student, contact
professors to see if they have any
research plans over the summer.
Getting involved with college projects will show drive and provide experience. Even something as mundane as cleaning microscopic slides
looks good on a resume, as noted by
The Princeton Review. If professors
or colleges have no working proj-

Offering a few ways to stay productive without killing that summer-break relaxation time
ects, students can create their own
projects!
One of the best ways to gain
experience and make money without having to cancel that vacation
is freelance jobs. From writers to
accountants to coders, there is an
abundance of freelance work available. Thanks to websites like FlexJobs and Fiverr, freelancers are no
longer at the mercy of local listings.
Just because school’s out, students can still take online classes.
While uncredited, sites like Coursera and Edx provide free classes
that can be taken at one’s leisure.
Online classes offer a good opportunity to hone a skill, like English
grammar, or learn something new,
like engineering drawing.
The same theory applies to hobbies. Over the summer, cooking students could pick up a paint brush
and fine art students could take to
the kitchen.
Not only can students practice
self-betterment over the summer,
but help others as well. Nonprofits
and individuals are always in need
of a helping hand.
The Volunteer Center of the Lehigh Valley has a search tool for
volunteer opportunities. Prospective
volunteers can refine their search by
organization type, skill sets, location and date.
“Volunteering is another great
way to network, develop career
readiness skills and a safe place
to make errors,” Whitmire said.

“It shows a sense of character that
you’re willing to give back to your
community without the expectation
of pay. It also shows initiative, that
you’re willing to dedicate your extra time to volunteer.”
Students can also dedicate a part
of their summer to prepare for their
professional future through polishing their social media presence.
About 90% of employers say social media is important when evaluating a job candidate and 79% have
denied a job candidate due to inappropriate social media use, according to The Manifest 2020 Recruitment Survey.
Create a LinkedIn profile and
spend some time to clean up social
media accounts: delete inappropriate posts, privatize accounts and
create accounts for professional use.
Whatever students choose to
do over the summer, arguably the
most important task is to prepare
for the upcoming fall semester. If
not already done, find time in June
and July to apply for scholarships,
grants, loans (if needed), internships
and enroll in courses. Pushing applications until the last minute will
make for a huge headache (even
more than applying already is) and
less financial aid.
On May 1, NCC’s general application for fall 2022 scholarships
opens while Pennsylvania’s State
Grant application closes. NCC’s
scholarship program is the biggest,
in terms of money awarded, of two-

year schools across Pennsylvania.
Besides the in-house scholarships,
NCC also provides links to exterior
scholarship opportunities here.
“It is not too early to start applying for fall internships,” Whitmire
said. “Of anything, students seeking
a fall internship should also be applying now as well.”
It may seem early, but fall internships are already filling up,
Whitmire said. Students can search
for jobs and internships through
Handshake. With positions filled
and deadlines passed, there is a slim
chance to obtain a summer internship now, but it never hurts to contact Whitmire to see what options
are available.
For paid experience at NCC,
students can apply for work-study
positions through Workday, which
currently lists 54 open positions.
“[Networking] is so crucial when
searching for a job or an internship.
It truly is all about who you know,”
Whitmire said. “Through an extracurricular, you can meet someone
that has a connection to a company
you dream about working for one
day. That connection can now help
you get the job!”
Anyone interested in an internship can contact Whitmire at jwhitmire@northampton.edu or complete the Internship Interest Form.
Above all, prioritize mental and
physical health. Relax and get ready
for the fall semester or punching the
clock … it will be here in a flash.

